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AVerCaster Pro (RS6450, RS6451, RS6452)
8-CH TV Gateway

 •For TV entertainment in hotels and fitness 
centers or for educational purposes in 
hospitals and healthcare centers
 •Broadcast speech and ceremony in schools, 
corporate buildings and religious centers
 •Stream digital signal in commercial buildings, 
government institutions, airports and chain 
stores
 •For TV program monitoring purposes such 
as in finance, journalism and marketing 
applications
 •Flexible input signals: up to 8 channels 
(NTSC/ PAL/ DVB-T/T2/ ATSC/ ISDB-T)

Introduction
Featuring flexible selections for input signals and strong encoding 
Capabilities. AVerMedia TV gateway technology is an innovative 
media streaming solution which meets the various business 
demands. It not only supports live HD video broadcasting, but 
also provides intuitive web-based management interface for easy 
configuration and maintenance. It’s very suitable for any industry 
which needs to integrate live video content and provide variety 
of TV channels on the local network of commercial buildings, 
apartments, hotels, hospitals, schools and government Institutes.

High flexibility for input signals
Capture up to 8 channels from various TV and video input signals 
with HD support.
 •Analog TV (NTSC, PAL)
 •Digital TV (DVB-T/T2, ATSC, ISDB-T)

High-quality encoding and transcoding capability
Streams in H.264 and other formats to enhance compatibility with 
different client devices. At the same time, it provides multiple 
encoding controls to achieve the best viewing experience, including 
video resolution, bit rate, frame rate and audio bit rate.

Cost-effective solution for video streaming 
Adopts multicast broadcasting capability to optimize bandwidth 
usage and streaming performance for maximal audience reach. 
This helps enterprises save on broadcasting equipment and 
cabling expenses in conventional coaxial cable and antenna based 
distribution systems.

Intuitive management and easy set-up
It features easy management controls with an intuitive web 
interface that is HTTP/XML supported and SNMP monitored. 
Moreover, it can be quickly deployed in the existing network 
environment due to its simple set-up process, multiple stream 
protocol support and high compatibility.

Reliable technology
AVerMedia’s video capture expertise and quality technical support 
deliver high video quality and optimum solutions. In AVerCaster 
Pro, its' flexible applications offer long-term distribution of multiple 
channels to numerous client devices, simultaneously.

Highlights
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Input Signals
Model Name Input Signals

RS6450 8-channel ATSC, NTSC/ PAL

RS6451 8-channel ISDB-T 

RS6452 8-channel DVB-T/ T2 

Platform Specification
DVB-T video & audio formats Bypass to IP

Analog video formats

Managed codec H.264/MPEG-2/ H.263

Rate control CBR, VBR

Resolution
96x96, 128x96, 176x144, 320x180, 320x240, 352x288, 352x480, 352x576, 480x270, 480x360, 
480x480, 480x576, 544x480, 544x576, 640x360, 640x480, 640x576, 704x576, 720x480, 
720x576

Data rate 100Kbps - 20Mbps

Entropy mode CAVLC/ CABAC

Frame rate 12-60 fps

Key frame rate 1-10

Analog audio formats
Managed codec AAC, MPEG Audio, AMR, MP3

Sample rate 32-48KHz, data rate: 128-192Kbps

IP Output

Interface 10/ 100/ 1000 Base - T ports x 2

Protocol TS over TCP/ UDP/ UDP-Multicast/ RTP/ RTP Multicast/ HTTP

IP version IPv4

TS packet number 7

Administration & monitoring
Build-in web server browser management
Support SNMP v1 and SNMP v2

Physical

Rack unit 19" Rack Mount, 4RU

Dimensions 177(H) x 430(W) x 480(D) mm

Weight 17.5Kg

Power
Voltage 100V-240V AC, 63-47Hz, 8-4 A

Power consumption 170W

Environment

Operating temperature 0°C to 40°C (32°F to 104°F)

Storage temperature -20°C to 60°C (-4°F to 140°F)

Humidity tolerance 10% to 85% @ 40°C (non-condensing)


